The selection of an appropriate combustion model for the numerical prediction of reacting flows remains an outstanding issue. Often, expert knowledge or experimental data is required to make an informed decision in selecting a suitable model. Furthermore, the computational cost that is associated with the application of a certain combustion model introduces another constraint in the selection process. By addressing these issues, the objective of this work is to develop a Pareto-efficient combustion (PEC) framework for application to complex chemically reacting flows under consideration of user-specific input about quantities of interest, desired simulation accuracy and computational cost, and a set of combustion models. PEC utilizes a Pareto efficiency, and introduces a manifold drift term as a measure for determining the adequacy of using a certain combustion-manifold model to predict selected quantities of interest. Since underlying model assumptions are encoded in the manifold, PEC restricts the application of submodels within its intended use. Further, the proposed approach for evaluating the manifold drift provides a rigorous method for combining different combustion models -as long as they can be described by a manifold. As such, this formulation represents a general description for the selection of combustion models, thereby overcoming potential limitations of flame-topology indicators and regime-specific combustion models. The capability of the PECframework is demonstrated in application to a tribrachial flame. By considering combustion models from the class of reaction-transport manifolds (inert mixing, equilibrium, flamelet/progress variable, and flameprolongation in ILDM) and chemistry manifolds (using detailed and skeletal mechanisms), it is shown that PEC locally adapts the submodel fidelity within the user-defined threshold for selected quantities of interest. A parametric analysis is conducted to illustrate the dynamic range of the PEC-framework in accommodating Pareto-efficient submodel arrangements.
Introduction
Despite significant progress in combustion modeling, considerable challenges remain in the mathematical description and the simulation of chemically reacting flows. Reasons for this are the physicochemical complexity, which is associated with the consideration of fluid dynamics and turbulence, the conversion of a large number of chemical species that evolve at vastly different spatio-temporal scales and concentration magnitudes, heat-release and dilatational effects due to exothermic reactions, the description of multiphase processes associated with liquid spray-phase and supercritical combustion processes, and long-range effects such as radiation and thermoacoustic interactions. While often only a subset of these processes is examined in laboratory experiments, they require consideration in prac-combustion-regime representation [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , distinguishing between the asymptotic limits of premixed and non-premixed combustion. More recently, concept-based categorizations have been introduced by differentiating between so-called flamelet-like and PDF-like methods [1] . A more general classification is to distinguish between topology-free and topology-based combustion models.
Topology-free combustion models make limited assumptions about the flame structure, and are therefore agnostic to the underlying combustion regime. These models require the solution of transport equations for all species, and employ different representations to describe scalar mixing and reaction chemistry. Examples for topology-free combustion models are finite-rate chemistry models, the eddy-dissipation concept [22] , and probability-density function (PDF) methods [23, 24] . Since these models are not constrained to a particular combustion regime, they are considered to be applicable to a wider range of combustion problems. Topology-free models enable the consideration of different combustion-physical processes, such as the higher-dimensional manifold representation of the reaction chemistry, multi-stream systems, or non-adiabatic effects. However, these models are computationally expensive, require special treatment of non-local diffusion processes, and employ special discretization methods to overcome the higher-dimensional formulation in space-time-composition space. Often, topology-free models make use of chemistry manifolds to reduce the computational complexity.
Topology-based combustion models exploit the topological structure of the flame. The flame structure is then represented in terms of reaction-transport or mixing manifolds, which are obtained from the solution of representative flame configurations, such as laminar counterflow diffusion flames, freely propagating premixed flames, or one-dimensional embedded flame elements. The solution of these representative flame configurations is either evaluated prior to the simulation and stored in chemistry libraries or during the simulation to incorporate specific flow-field effects. Examples of topology-based combustion models are the class of flamelet models, including the Burke−Schumann solution [25] , the steady laminar flamelet (SLF) formulation [26] , the flame-prolongation in intrinsic lower-dimensional manifold (FPI) [7] , the flamelet-generated manifold (FGM) method [27] , and the flamelet/progress variable (FPV) formulation [9, 28] .
The construction of reaction-transport manifold models introduces assumptions that are specific to the representation of the flame topology. It is therefore important to appreciate that these assumptions are directly encoded in the topology of the manifold. As such, the trust region of a particular combustion model is defined by its manifold.
Reaction-transport manifolds are parameterized in terms of a reduced set of scalars, typically consisting of mixture fraction, progress variable, enthalpy, strain or scalar dissipation rate. Because of the reduced dimensionality, these models are limited in describing certain combustion processes. To accommodate additional phenomena, these reaction-transport manifolds have been extended to consider effects of wall-heat losses [29] [30] [31] , radiation [32] , autoignition [33] [34] [35] , multi-stream systems [36] [37] [38] , and the representation of mixed-and multi-mode combustion regimes [39, 40] . While promising, these approaches face potential shortcomings: First, the validation of these extensions relies on data that might not be representative for the practical problem under consideration. Second, these model extensions may substantially increase the complexity, thereby deteriorating the accuracy in capturing the combustion behavior for which the original model was intended. Third, without prior knowledge it is not known which combustion-physical processes require consideration. Fourth, the manifold extension introduces additional unclosed contributions such as cross-dissipation terms or correlations that require modeling. Finally, extended manifold models are applied globally although the combustion-physical processes for which they are developed are confined to a localizes region, such as the autoignition region at the flame base or the nearwall region that is affected by heat transfer and flame/surface coupling.
Common to all applications is the issue of selecting a particular combustion model for simulating a certain flame configuration. This selection is typically guided by factors such as knowledge about the underlying combustion physics, operating conditions, quantities of interest (QoI), computational expenses, necessary model implementation efforts, and -to some extend -also by the bias of the user. Often different models provide comparable predictions for flame configurations that are represented by canonical flames, single combustion regimes, high Damköhler or low Karlovitz numbers, and simple gaseous fuels. Since, however, these combustion models invoke specific assumptions and approximations, their predictive capability reduces with increasing combustion-physical complexity.
Tasked with examining a new combustion configuration, evaluating the impact a burner-design modification has on the pollutant emissions, or assessing the potential of a new combustor concept, a practitioner faces the questions:
• Which combustion model is most adequate to accurately predict a certain quantity of interest? • How to assess and control the accuracy of a combustion simulation in situ? • How to balance computational cost and model accuracy during the simulation? • How to accurately represent combustion-physical processes that are specific to a particular burner?
By addressing these questions, the objective of this work is to develop a novel Pareto-efficient combustion (PEC) framework for the dynamic utilization of different manifold representations to describe chemically reacting flows. Specifically, by combining different manifold representations, PEC enables the general adaptation of combustion submodels to the underlying flow-field representation, thereby providing an accurate description of the combustion-physical complexity. The key attributes of PEC consist in (i) the user-specific selection of a set of combustion models that can be represented by a manifold (such as chemistry, mixing, or reaction-transport manifolds), (ii) a quantity of interest such as temperature, carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, and other pollutants or intermediate species, and (iii) a cost function to describe the desirable cost and accuracy in representing the QoI. Subject to this information, a particular manifold candidate is locally selected that minimizes the cost function. PEC provides direct error control and dynamically adapts the model fidelity so that regions of different combustion-physical complexity are represented by the most appropriate model formulation; regions that are adequately represented by inert mixtures, equilibrium compositions, or quasi one-dimensional premixed or diffusion flame structures are modeled using computationally efficient reaction-transport manifold models, and topologically complex and multi-dimensional combustion processes that control flame dynamics, ignition, flame stabilization, extinction, and blow-out are described using models at higher fidelity. The flexibility in the selection of the penalty term on the cost function enables the consideration of the computational cost, since the demand for the simulation accuracy and computational expenses can vary at different stages during the model application. Beyond the specification of the set of manifolds candidates, QoI, and cost function with penalty term, PEC requires no additional user input. The local selection of the submodel is determined using the manifold drift function as metric for the model accuracy. Therefore, PEC can accommodate different combustion submodels without the requirement for expert knowledge on the model selection. Quantities of interest and desirable model accuracies are usually known requirements on the combustion simulation.
The proposed Pareto-efficient combustion modeling framework has the following main ingredients: (i) a metric for examining the proximity of the local flow-field to the combustion manifold, (ii) a procedure for assigning a combustion model locally, and (iii) a domain decomposition method to partition the flow-field domain based on the underlying combustion-physical complexity and model assignment. The first two properties are necessary to facilitate the objective assignment of combustion submodels. Since the model assignment is local, the domain decomposition capability is required to achieve optimal computational efficiency and to minimize computational overhead by treating each submodel locally.
The remainder of this paper has the following structure. The governing equations and a description of manifold models is given in the next section. The Pareto-efficient combustion modeling framework is developed in Section 3, and algorithmic details regarding the Pareto efficiency, the error estimation, the determination of the local model assignment, and the coupling of the different combustion submodes is provided. The subsequent sections are concerned with the application of the model to a tribrachial flame. The model problem is described in Section 4, and simulation results are presented in Section 5. The paper finishes with conclusions.
Governing equations and manifold models

Governing equations
The spatio-temporal evolution of a chemically reacting flow is described by the solution of the variable-density Navier−Stokes equations:
where D t represents the substantial derivative, ρ is the density, u is the velocity vector, p is the pressure and μ is the dynamic viscosity.
Conservation equations for thermochemical quantities are written in general form:
where φ ∈ R N φ is the thermochemical state vector, consisting of the vector of species mass fractions, Y, and enthalpy;ω φ is the corresponding source term, and the vector of scalar diffusivities is denoted by α φ . Equations (1) and (2) are coupled by a state equation, which is here given in implicit form:
In the present study we consider the ideal gas law, so that Eq. (3) reduces to p = ρRT, where R is the mixture-averaged gas constant.
Manifold methods
Because of the large number of species that is required to describe the chemical conversion, it is usually infeasible to solve the full set of N φ species transport equations in Eq. (2) . As a remedy, manifold-type combustion models have been developed, in which the N φ -dimensional state vector is represented in terms of a lowdimensional manifold:
where φ ∈ R N φ is the thermochemical state vector that is described by the manifold and ψ ∈ R N ψ is the state vector that is used to parameterize the manifold. The vector ψ may include a subset of species mass fractions, derived quantities such as mixture fraction or reaction progress variable, or other flow-field describing quantities such as strain rate or scalar dissipation. While different manifolds usually share the same definition for φ, the structure of the transported quantities ψ and the functional relation g exhibit considerable variations. For example, in the flamelet/progress variable (FPV) model, φ = g(Z, C) and g is constructed by solving steady laminar non-premixed flamelet equations. The evolution of ψ is usually obtained as solution to the transport equation:
and the thermochemical information required to carry out the calculation can be obtained from the functional relationship in Eq. (4). Therefore, by using the manifold model, the number of equations that is solved is reduced from N φ to N ψ . Since N ψ N φ , the utilization of a manifold can significantly reduce the computational cost. In the case where N ψ = N φ , the manifold simply reduces to that of the complete chemical mechanism.
In this study, we also require the manifold to be realizable, which ensures that ψ can be derived from the modeled state vector φ as
3. Pareto-efficient combustion modeling framework
Preliminaries
As discussed in Section 1, the PEC-framework aims to apply a spatially heterogeneous model assignment in the simulation of chemically reacting flows. To establish a mathematically well-defined formulation, we first establish the following three definitions:
• A combustion model is denoted by m, • A set of candidate combustion models is denoted by M so that m ∈ M, • A model assignment mapping denoted by M : → M, where is the computational domain.
The introduction of the mapping M enables the concise description of which submodel in M is applied at a given location x, which can be written as M(x).
There also exists an alternative expression for the model assignment through the partition of the computational domain into N p non-overlapping subdomains, denoted by i . Given the model assignment mapping M, the partition can be uniquely determined, such that the subdomains are connected areas satisfying the following conditions:
• The union of the subdomains recovers the entire computational domain: ∪ Np i=1¯ i =¯ ;
• The subdomains are non-overlapping: i ∩ j = ∅ ∀i = j;
• The model used in each subdomain is unique:
• The models used in adjacent subdomains are distinct:
where i denotes the interior of the ith subdomain, with bound- The rest of Section 3 focuses on obtaining the model assignment mapping M. The concept of the domain partition is an intuitive description of the model utilization and is especially convenient for discussing the coupling between different models. However the partition is derived from the model assignment mapping M, rather than being sought explicitly.
Pareto efficiency of combustion models
Simulation accuracy and computational cost are main criteria for reacting flow simulations. When multiple computational models are available for a particular application, the selection of a particular model is usually made by considering the trade-off between these two criteria. To rationalize the procedure, we can formally characterize a simulation that is obtained with a particular model by a modeling error E and a computational cost C. With this, each simulation can be mapped to the {E, C}-performance space. An example for singlemodel simulations is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 , showing the performance of different combustion models as a function of normalized model error and normalized computational cost. The selection of an optimal model can then be made from the Pareto set in the {E, C}-performance space. This Pareto set is represented by all models that offer the lowest error for a defined level of cost or -in turn -the lowest cost for a given level of error; any other model from this set is suboptimal; models beyond this Pareto frontier are unachievable [43] . The extension of the Pareto frontier to access these conditions requires further model development that can be made at any level of computational complexity, as was addressed in Section 1.
Since the Pareto frontier is specific for each combustion problem and most-likely dependent on additional model-specific parameters, such as mesh-resolution, time-to-convergence, subgrid models, or chemical mechanism, the direct evaluation of the Pareto front becomes infeasible for any practical application. However, by introducing this concept, a main component of PEC is to provide a mathematical rigorous formalism for the optimal model selection.
For a simulation that employs a single combustion model, the Pareto frontier can be obtained as the solution of the following optimization problem: (7) subject to M(x) = M(y) ∀x, y ∈ , where λ is a Lagrange multiplier to enable traversing the Pareto frontier. The optimal input argument we are seeking is the model assignment mapping M(x) : → M introduced in Section 3.1. The single-model requirement constrains the flexibility of M so that its output has to be a single value over the entire domain.
Although Eq. (7) offers an objective approach for selecting a particular combustion model, the so obtained model assignment M applies a single model over the entire computational domain. As such, the solution to Eq. (7) can provide only a suboptimal solution for capturing combustion-physical processes that are confined to local flow regions. In addition, a uniform model assignment only provides a discrete Pareto frontier due to the limited possible outcomes of the optimization procedure. Therefore, a smooth transition from low-fidelity to high-fidelity simulations cannot be achieved.
Both of the aforementioned issues can be resolved by allowing a more flexible and spatially heterogeneous model assignment. In the optimization framework, this requires eliminating the constraints on M and formulating E and C such that they are sensitive to variations in the local model assignment. Hence the optimization problem becomes (8) where E and C are defined as the L p -norm of local quantities e and c,
In the following we will consider the L 1 -norm to simplify the notation. It is worth mentioning that the formulation in Eq. (8) is an instantaneous cost function, and the optimization can be considered as a greedy approach to a transient problem.
So far, we did not provide a mathematical prescription for e and c, which will be given in the following section. The coupling strategy is introduced in Section 3.4 to accommodate the spatially heterogeneous combustion model assignment, and the treatment at the interface of the subdomains. The description of the PEC-framework is then completed by discussing the optimization strategy and the solution methods for finding M in Eq. (8) , which will be presented in Section 3.5.
Computational cost and error estimation
The computational cost of a particular combustion model is determined by the number of independent scalars that are solved for, the source-term evaluation, data retrieval from the library interpolation, and the solution of auxiliary expressions to evaluate closure models and constitutive relations. As such, the local computational cost c M (x) in Eq. (9b) depends solely on the local model used. Therefore it can only take value from a set of constants i.e. c M (x) = c m , (10) where m = M(x). The constant c m is a property of each combustion model. Its value can be predetermined prior to the simulation, and provided as a user input to the PEC-formulation. In practice, the computational cost of each model depends on the numerical method, parallelization strategies, hardware architecture, and other factors. Since these conditions may vary on a case-by-case basis, but otherwise introduce no conceptual difficulties in the PEC-formulation, it is not the focus of this study to discuss how to accurately determine values for these constants.
In August 24, 2015; 14:16] becomes infeasible for any practical application. To overcome this issue, it is proposed to quantify the model error by considering the dynamics on the model's manifold. This is further discussed in the next section.
Drift from manifold
Consider the interior of the subdomain i ⊆ , to which a combustion model m is locally applied. Discretely, it means that the stencil of all differential operators are within i . The modeled quantity φ m (x)
is directly evaluated using the functional relationship described in Eq. (4). Therefore, its dynamics is implicitly governed by the following expression: 
where m = M(x). This equation describes the initial growth rate of the manifold error. It is therefore referred to as the drift from manifold, and denoted by D. This drift term is defined with respect to the model assignment M, and includes the spatial relationship among submodels. Note that the error estimation of a lower-order model through Eq. (12) only requires information about thermochemical states on the manifold ( φ) and the topology of the manifold. This is a bootstrapping method, since it does not require knowledge of the actual thermochemical state φ. In addition, this procedure does not need information on how the manifold is constructed or what model assumptions are introduced. These properties alleviate the demand for the examination of model assumptions and their consequences, which would require expert knowledge from the user and, as mentioned in Section 1, is often impractical in complex configurations. This is also particularly attractive for application to empirical manifolds, since no assumptions are explicitly specified for data-driven models.
Point-local terms in the expression for D are the transport properties (α ψ , α φ | φ= φ ), the chemical source terms for both φ and ψ (ω ψ , ω φ | φ= φ ), and the manifold Jacobian (∂ φ/∂ψ). For pre-tabulated manifold models, these terms can be directly retrieved from the . For manifold models that do not use a tabulation method, these quantities can usually be computed at a reduced cost. The cost for computing D M is further reduced by the fact that the evaluations are only performed with respect to QoI, the number of which is considerably smaller than the total number of species.
In contrast, the diffusion terms are non-local. For the case that submodels differ between neighboring locations (corresponding to the interface between model assignments), these terms would require special treatment. The treatment needs to extend the differential operators to the interface, thereby utilizing the non-local terms as a continuity sensor and preventing the local usage of certain models that produce discontinuous scalar fields. This point will be further discussed in Section 3.4 when the coupling strategy is introduced.
In the interior of a subdomain, Eq. (12) can be related to the curvature of the manifold and the local scalar dissipation rates of ψ as derived by Pope [1] . The drift, D, becomes physically insightful in terms of interpreting the source of errors for a given combustion manifold.
Applying similar analysis to a set of reaction-transport manifolds and chemistry manifolds, the expressions of D are obtained and summarized in Appendixes B and C. In this analysis, it is shown that for reaction-transport manifolds, deviations are initiated by the discrepancy between the scalar dissipation rate of the flow field χ and the modeled scalar dissipation rate χ that is weighted by the manifold curvature, which is largest in regions of chemical reactivity. This analysis also shows that by extending the manifold, the increased dimensionality of ψ would unavoidably introduce new sources of error.
Cost function for model error
In the previous section, we have established the concept of the manifold drift, which can be used to assess the inconsistency between the dynamics of the approximated and the true states. However, we have not established its relation to e M (x). To derive a quantitative measure for assessing the model accuracy, we first introduce the notation of a quantity of interest Q, containing a set of scalar quantities that are of interest to the user. With this, we can determine the accuracy of a particular model by measuring the norm of D M projected onto the subspace that is spanned by Q:
where |Q| denotes the cardinality of Q and B α is a scaling factor, which is chosen to be the reference chemical source term in this study. We consider the L 1 -norm to simplify the notation in this study. Since only quantities that are contained in Q are used in evaluating D, the added overhead in evaluating Eq. (13) is minimal.
The new measure for the proximity between φ and φ that is defined by Eq. (13) is used as the cost function for the local error. This quantity is sensitive to the local scalar and velocity fields, and has a general form that can be applied to all manifold models.
Coupling strategy at the interface of subdomains
PEC utilizes a spatially heterogeneous model assignment. Due to the existence of non-local differential operators in the transport equations, a strategy is required to consistently couple the different submodels. This coupling strategy should enable a physical and consistent calculation of the system dynamics under the spatially heterogeneous mapping M as well as the extension of the drift term D in Eq. (12) from the interior to the interface of subdomains.
Re-construction, compression, and transformation
At each time step, two different solution fields can be directly obtained: the model assignment field M(x) and the corresponding manifold describing solution vector field written as ψ|M. Note 
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where m = M(x). The compression operator H M then converts φ obtained from Eq. (14) to the field of ψ with respect to the new model assignment M . This procedure unitizes the local operator h m defined in Eq. (6) and can be written as
where m = M(x) and m = M (x). By composing the re-construction and compression operators, we introduce the transformation operator,
which combines Eqs. (14) and (15) to 
Generalized differential operators across subdomains
For a spatially heterogeneous model assignment mapping M, the transport equation defined in Eq. (5) and the drift from the manifold, defined in Eq. (12) , are well-defined in the interior of each subdomain, since the differential operators are applied within a single subdomain. However, at the interface of each subdomain, ψ changes its definition across the interface and thus the differential operators become ill-defined. Since the issue lies within the differential operators, if certain treatment makes them applicable at the interface of subdomains, both the transport equation in Eq. (5) and the error estimation in Eqs. (12) and (13) can be extended to the entire domain including the interface.
The treatment is achieved with the notion of the transformation operator t m,m = h m • g m . At the interface, for all points y included in
This procedure can be expressed in shorthand as t M(x) . The so obtained ψ m is temporarily defined within the stencil and shares a unified definition. Hence, differential operators can be applied. In other words, the differential operators for ψ are generalized by the composition with the transformation operator t M(x) . At the interior of the subdomain, t M(x) reduces to the identity operator and the original differential operators are recovered.
With the generalized differential operators, the solution vector ψ over the entire domain can be tightly coupled in a consistent fashion.
In the case where N ψ = N φ , the entire thermochemical state vector can be coupled by this strategy. However, for most combustion models, N ψ N φ and thus there are many components in ψ that are not treated by this strategy. Such scenario will be discussed next.
Smoothness of φ and ψ
The smoothness of the thermochemical state vector φ and manifold solution vector ψ is important for two reasons. First, φ is the model approximation of the true thermochemical state φ. If the physical solution is smooth, a good model approximation should preserve this property. Second, a discontinuous φ-field may lead to a discontinuous density field, thereby introducing numerical instabilities and the loss of mass conservation.
The smoothness of φ and ψ is defined by their differentiability. In the case of ψ, its differentiability is extended by the generalization introduced in Section 3.4.2. Since the compression operator h is always differentiable for a well-defined combustion model, the smoothness of φ guarantees that of ψ, but not vice versa due the change of the functional relationship between φ and ψ across the interface.
One special case is the interface between FPV and FPI models that have the same definition of mixture fraction Z and progress variable C.
The field of ψ, {Z, C} in this case, is shared by both models and therefore it is always differentiable. However, φ may be discontinuous at the interface. As a result, it is in general much easier to preserve the smoothness for ψ than for φ. In fact, if the model assignment M is kept unchanged in time, the diffusion operator in Eq. (5) would naturally guarantee the smoothness of ψ over the entire domain including the interfaces. Similar examination of smoothness can also be applied to density, which will explicitly ensures mass conservation.
The question then becomes how to find a model assignment that ensures the smoothness of φ and does not disturb the smoothness of ψ. The solution lies in the error estimator D introduced in Eq. (12) . Since non-smooth fields of φ and ψ imply inaccurate predictions, a desirable error estimator should recognize this. In fact, the smoothness of φ and ψ is examined by the diffusion operators in D. As a result, a discontinuous φ and ψ will lead to an unbounded cost function for the model error or a very large value in the discrete case. Therefore, this model assignment is reflected by a large value of D and therefore discouraged. In regard to the discontinuity for the components of φ that are not included in Q, e M will not be influenced.
Consequently, these situations are not penalized by the current formulation.
Determination of model assignment
The optimal model assignment is determined by the solution to the optimization problem in Eq. (8) . In the discrete form, assuming a uniform grid without loss of generality, this can be written as:
An exhaustive search to this problem requires the evaluation of the cost function with respect to all possible model assignments. Given the current assignment M, one can utilize the transformation and re-construction operators to obtain φ|M and ψ|M ,
and subsequently evaluate D M and e M . Such exhaustive search requires O(|M| | | ) operations, |M| being the number of candidate models and | | being the number of grid points, which is computationally intractable.
To overcome this issue, it is possible to reduce the problem to the following point-local minimization problem: 
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For the present application, we adopt the point-local assumption which enables the use of Eq. (22) . The optimal local model assignment is determined by assuming that the neighboring models are kept the same as in the last time step. Note that this approximation should not be confused with the approximation in the cost function, which is still computed exactly. The resulting procedure is substantially more efficient and fully compatible with a domain decomposition for parallel simulations. It is worth mentioning that with the current framework it is also possible to use more sophisticated approximation algorithms, e.g. those mentioned in [44] . There are two reasons behind the current choice. The first is the computational cost and simplicity for parallelization and implementation. The second is that e M (x i ) is an inference of the error, based on the current solution, which itself is improving over time. A too aggressive step-wise optimization procedure, especially early in the simulation, may not result in a better outcome over the dynamic procedure.
With the approximation in Eq. (22), we now discuss a special case to illustrate the behavior of this procedure. This example also provides guidance for selecting λ. Consider a candidate model set with two elements. Model 1 is a detailed chemistry model and model 2 is
We also normalize the computational cost so that the cost of the detailed full chemistry model is one, i.e. c 1 = 1. Equation (22) thus gives a simple thresholding algorithm:
1 otherwise, (23) where the threshold = λ(1 − c 2 ). Therefore, the penalty factor λ can be interpreted as the tolerance for the estimated error of a model with negligible cost. The extension to a larger set of models directly follows from this analysis.
Algorithmic details of PEC-implementation
In this section, we outline essential components of the PECframework. These consist of a set of combustion models M, a set of quantities of interest Q, and the specification of the penalty factor λ. Each model m ∈ M is associated with the corresponding cost c m and a scaling factor B for each quantity of interest in Q. Algorithm 1 provides a description with the implementation details of the PECframework.
At each time step, the PEC-algorithm iterates over each grid point. For each candidate model, it computes the corresponding D for all quantities of interest. With this, the local model error e M is evaluated by contracting and rescaling D. The cost function is then obtained by including the pre-defined computational cost with the weight λ.
With this information, this submodel is then locally selected that has the lowest cost function. After each grid point is assigned to a model, subdomain boundaries are identified to apply coupling strategies and to solve the transport equations for the next time step. To accommodate heterogeneous computational cost due to the different submodel-assignments, this step can be combined with a domaindecomposition step.
The cost associated with the model assignment procedure scales with O(|M| · |Q| · | |). Global operators G and T are used in Algorithm 1 for clarity. The actual operation requires only local changes since M and M are different only at one point. As discussed Algorithm 1: Implementation of PEC framework.
end transport governing equations with M t using the coupling strategy introduced in Section 3.4 time advancement: t = t + t end in Section 3.3, the overhead for this procedure is rather modest for a reasonable number of candidate models and quantities of interest.
We close the description of the PEC-framework by remarking on the model regularization. As many approximate optimization problems, additional regularization may help to guide the behavior of the outcome and to ensure certain properties for practical considerations. Examples are the prevention of a frequent switching of the local model assignment, the suppression of hysteresis effects, the consideration of a sufficiently large subdomain, or the contraction of the number of subregions. All of these requirements can be accommodated in the herein proposed PEC-framework.
To avoid frequent model reassignment, a switching penalty can be added to Eq. (22) , which takes a positive constant when the current local assignment is different from the last one and is zero if the local assignment is unchanged. A "momentum" factor can be used to treat hysteresis effects. Instead of updating e M t+ t as is, one can blend the current value with the previous results: e M t+ t
* is the latest evaluated error estimation. This is a common treatment in stochastic optimization [45] , effectively applying a one-sided exponential filter (with filter width −1/ log (δ)) to the cost function so that the hysteresis effect is accounted for. To eliminate unreasonably small subdomain assignments, one can introduce a Potts energy term [44] to the cost function or apply explicit spatial filtering to the model assignment via binary pseudo-coding [46, 47] .
Summary of the PEC-formulation
Before applying the PEC-formulation to a flame configuration, we conclude this section by summarizing the framework and key concepts. PEC evolves around an inherently dynamic procedure of a combustion-model assignment, M. As shown in Algorithm 1, the model assignment is made based on the current state of the CFDsolution. The updated model assignment is then fed back to the CFDcalculation and used to advance the thermochemical state. Since both M and the CFD-solution evolve over time, the PEC-framework can be readily applied to transient calculations, and this is further discussed in Section 5. Based on the current solution of the reactive scalars, M is updated through an approximate solution to Eq. (8) . The optimization problem, defined in Eq. (8) , formalizes the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. Efficiency is measured by the local estimation of the computational cost. As shown in Eq. (10), the cost estimation takes values from a set of pre-defined constants associated with the candidate models, and a more detailed evaluation of the cost of each submodel can be provided to the PEC-framework, taking into account operating conditions, numerical evaluation procedures, and other factors. The accuracy is assessed by the local error estimation defined in Eqs. (12) and (13) . The local error estimation is a function of the selected model at this particular location, models applied at the surrounding area, and the current solution of the quantities of interest.
The drift, defined in Eq. (12), measures how fast the thermochemical state would depart from the current manifold if the complete set of transport equations were solved. Therefore, it provides a local error estimation that does not require information about the true state. The transport properties and reaction rates, required in Eq. (12), correspond to the thermochemical state residing on the manifold, φ.
Thus, these terms can either be pre-tabulated or calculated at a reduced cost. Furthermore, at the interface between different models, the diffusion operators in Eq. (12) examine the compatibility between models and prevent inappropriate adjacencies of models. Since only the components of D corresponding to the quantities of interest are needed in Eq. (13), the cost for the error estimation is further reduced.
The coupling between subdomains is realized by a generalization of the differentiation operators. This generalization utilizes compression and reconstruction operators to communicate between neighboring submodels. Smoothness of the scalar fields for the quantities of interest is guaranteed through the specification of the error estimation, which penalizes the adjacency between incompatible submodels.
Model problem: tribrachial flame
To demonstrate the PEC-framework, we consider a tribrachial flame configuration as a test case. This flame configuration contains different combustion regimes to challenge the accuracy of most single-regime combustion models. A tribrachial flame, shown schematically in Fig. 2 , consists of lean and rich premixed flame branches, and a diffusion flame is embedded between both branches. Within the diffusion flame, excess reactants from the rich and lean premixed flame branches oxidize [48] . The three flame branches meet at the triple point of nearly stoichiometric composition. Furthermore, the mixture in the diffusion branch is close to chemical equilibrium and the diffusion flame is less prominent than the two premixed flames [49] . Apart from the different flame regimes, tribrachial flames exhibit complex combustion-physical processes that are complicated by curvature, stretch rate, and preferential diffusion processes, therefore affecting the mass-burning rates in the premixed flame branches, radical production, and variations of the propagation speed [48, [50] [51] [52] .
In the past, laminar tribrachial flames have been considered for the development and assessment of combustion models by different groups. Oijen and de Goey [49] studied the relationship between flame propagation and the level of stratification using the FGM model. In their study, a two-dimensional manifold with progress variable and mixture fraction as the controlling variables were used. The structure and behavior of flamelets in both premixed and diffusion flame branches were reported. Knudsen and Pitsch [39] proposed a mixed-regime flamelet model by linearly combining asymptotic premixed and diffusion flames. A new regime indicator was developed to allow the application of premixed and non-premixed flamelet models.
The tribrachial flame configuration under consideration is a 2D laminar methane-air flame. The level of stratification is quantified by the mixture fraction gradient in the transverse direction dZ/dy. Using the specified value of dZ/dy, a linear profile of mixture fraction with the corresponding slope is prescribed at the inflow, and the stoichiometric value of the profile is centered in the computational domain. The profile is also bounded by the realizable values of the mixture fraction. At the inlet, the mixture is assumed to be unreacted so that the species composition is fully described by the mixture fraction alone. The inlet velocity profile is prescribed by a plug flow.
Throughout this work, we specify dZ/dy = L −1 with L = 2 cm, T = 300 K and p = 1 bar for all simulations. This level of stratification leads to a tribrachial flame envelope that occupies a significant area of the domain. At the same time, the flame envelope has sufficient clearance from the lateral no-slip wall boundaries to avoid flamewall interaction. The chemistry is described by the GRI-3.0 mechanism [53] , and the steady flamelet calculations are performed using the FlameMaster code [54] .
The numerical solution is obtained using a variable-density lowMach number solver [9] . The temporal discretization for this solver is a two stage predictor-corrector scheme with a pressure Poisson corrector step. Detailed chemistry is solved using a Strang splitting scheme. Although the tribrachial flame is laminar, the flame is required to be stabilized at the same location for model comparison. Therefore, a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller [55] is utilized to adjust the inlet velocity.
The computational domain is 0.75L × L in the transverse and streamwise directions, respectively. The mesh for all computations uses 800 × 600 grid points with uniform mesh size. The corresponding element length is 20 μm, corresponding to approximately 20 grid points across a planar stoichiometric methane-air premixed flame at the same operating conditions. This is sufficient for this simulation and is verified by grid convergence studies. All simulations are performed using unity Lewis number approximation.
In the following, simulations with different combustion models are performed. These include reaction-transport manifold and skeletal chemistry-manifold models. These models are summarized in Table 1 . The inert mixing model (IM) is constructed from the mixing solution. The chemical source terms are pre-computed using detailed kinetics. The non-reacting system (including the chemical source terms) is fully described by ψ = Z. The FPV and FPI models are the two other reaction-transport manifolds, in which the solutions are obtained from premixed and non-premixed steady flamelets, respectively. In addition to the detailed chemistry solution with the GRI-3.0 mechanism, we consider a second skeletal chemistry-manifold model, in which the chemistry is described by a 19-species reduced mechanism [56] .
The computational cost of each model is estimated by the corresponding number of transported quantities, normalized by the number of species in the detailed chemistry model. This is a rather conservative estimation, which neglects overhead that is required for evaluating the Jacobian and the often severe time-step restriction of chemistry-manifold models due to the chemical stiffness.
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Results
Reference simulation
In this section, we will first establish a reference solution from the detailed chemistry simulation (DC). The performance of the skeletal chemistry (SC) as well as single-regime non-premixed (FPV) and premixed (FPI) flamelet models is then examined through direct comparisons with the detailed chemistry results. To obtain a quantitative assessment of the model accuracy, we define a global relative error for quantity α as
where · 1 denotes the L 1 -norm over the computational domain.
The relative error for all models is listed in Table 2 .
Detailed chemistry
To obtain a reference solution for the performance assessment of the PEC-formulation, a simulation with the detailed chemical kinetics model is performed. The results from this simulation are presented in the top row of Fig. 3 , showing (from left to right) mixture fraction, temperature, and mass fractions of carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxide (NO).
The simulation results show that the flame is anchored at x/L = 0.25, indicating that the PID-controller is able to stabilize the flame at a specified location. The inlet velocity for this condition is U 0 = 59.1 cm/s, which is in good agreement with theoretical predictions [50] . Moreover, the stabilized flame remains at the same location even after the controller has been deactivated. With this inlet velocity, the Reynolds number based on L, U 0 and the viscosity of air at ambient condition is approximately 800. At this condition, the flow is expected to be laminar.
The mixture fraction field, shown in the left column of Fig. 3 , indicates broadening of the mixture stratification within the flame. This can be attributed to dilatational effects of the flame, and such characteristics is also seen in previous work [49, 57] . From the temperature field (second column), it can be seen that the maximum temperature is found along the centerline where the mixture is near stoichiometric condition.
Skeletal chemistry
A skeletal chemistry model (SC) derived from the GRI 1.2 mechanism is considered in this prior assessment. This skeletal mechanism will be considered as a chemistry-manifold submodel in subsequent PEC-simulations. The predicted mixture fraction, temperature and CO mass-fraction fields are shown in the second row of Fig. 3 . Note that the GRI 1.2 mechanism does not contain a description of the NO formation pathways and results for NO are therefore omitted. The predictions of mixture fraction and temperature are in good agreement with the detailed chemistry solution. The skeletal chemistry model tends to under-predict the peak CO mass fraction as compared to the detailed chemistry results.
Despite the qualitative similarity with the single-regime flamelet results, the quantitative comparison shown in Table 2 reveals that the skeletal chemistry model is generally more accurate than the flamelet models. This confirms that the higher computational requirement of the skeletal chemistry can result in a more accurate model. Therefore, this skeletal chemistry model is suitable to be included in the list of candidate combustion models. The advantages and disadvantages of including additional reduced chemistry models in the PEC-simulation will be examined in an a posteriori analysis in Section 5.2.
Single-regime combustion models
To establish a baseline solution for the single-regime combustion models, two separate simulations with the FPV and the FPI combustion models are performed. For both simulations, steady flamelet solutions are generated and tabulated as a function of mixture fraction Z and reaction progress variable C. The progress variable is here defined as [58] Fig. 3 . This direct comparison shows that the mixture fraction and temperature are in good agreement with results from the detailed chemistry simulation. However, substantial differences are observed for CO and NO. In general, the FPI-model overpredicts the formation of CO while the FPV-model under-predicts CO on the fuel-rich side; an opposite trend is observed for predictions of NO. In this context it is noted that these discrepancies are expected since the reaction-transport manifolds are constructed form steady flamelet solutions without consideration of slow time-scale effects.
In general, the FPI-model is more accurate compared to the FPVmodel for this configuration. The mixing process is well predicted by both models. As shown in the first column of Fig. 3 , enhanced mixing can be observed at the flame location due to the dilatation, which is also well captured due to the accurate prediction of the temperature field by both manifold models. In addition to temperature, FPI also provides an accurate prediction for major species such as CO 2 and H 2 O, indicating that temperature and stable species are insensitive to the manifold representation. In contrast, the results confirm that both flamelet models exhibit deficiencies in accurately predicting intermediate species.
Flame index and regime indicator
The flame index due to Yamashita et al. [59] is often used as a combustion regime indicator to provide a characterization of the flame topology in different regions of the flame. This index is defined as:
where Y F and Y O represent mass fractions of fuel and oxidizer, respectively. The flame index is constructed such that a value of −1 indicates a non-premixed combustion regime, corresponding to a misalignment of the gradients of fuel and oxidizer, and a value of 1 signifies a premixed regime, where the respective gradients are aligned. The Yamashita flame index is evaluated from the detailed chemistry simulation. The results are presented in Fig. 4 , showing that this flame index captures the tribrachial flame structure in which a non-premixed flame is embedded between two premixed flame branches. The Yamashita index also suggests that both premixed and non-premixed branches are close to the asymptotic regimes and the area that is occupied by partially-premixed flames is very limited. Hence, one might expect that the error made by the single-regime flamelet models should mostly be in the region in which the Yamashita index does not match the regime of the flamelet model. To examine this, (Fig. 5(b) ), shows that the FPI-model is consistently more accurate than the FPV-model, independent of the combustion regime given by the flame index. Comparisons for CO, in Fig. 5(c) , show that both models mispredict the peak of the CO-production. Furthermore, the FPV-model shows slightly better agreement with the detailed chemistry results on the fuel-rich side, whereas the FPI-model is more accurate on the diffusion-dominated fuel-lean side. Results for the mass fraction of NO are presented in Fig. 5(d) , showing thatindependent of the combustion regime -both flamelet models provide only an inadequate representation of the NO profile. The flame index is a global indicator that relies on information about the flame topology and does not exhibit any sensitivity to minor species. This suggests that the flame index can provide adequate guidance for the description of temperature and major species, but more selective criteria are necessary to accurately represent intermediate species and pollutants. Therefore, the applicability of flamelet models cannot be fully determined by a global regime indicator alone and should depend on the quantities of interest.
Pareto-efficient combustion modeling results
In this section, the performance of the PEC-approach is examined in detail. Specific focus of this investigation is on the evaluation of the dynamic model allocation, quantitative assessment of model accuracy through direct comparisons with detailed chemistry and 
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JID: CNF [m5G; August 24, 2015; 14:16] single-regime flamelet models, and the sensitivity of the error threshold parameter, submodel-specification, and quantities of interest. In this study, we consider the following sets of candidate combustion models:
two sets of quantities of interest,
and a range of values for the penalty parameter λ = {0.002, 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 0.2, 1.0, 2.0, 10.0} . (28) Except for the discussion on the dynamic model assignment in Section 5.2.4, all results are obtained after three flow-through times from an initialization with the detailed chemistry solution. This provides faster convergence to the steady state solution as compared to using the premixed flamelet solution as initial condition. The initial model assignment is uniform and corresponds to the premixed flamelet (FPI) representation, so that only information about the velocity, the mixture fraction and the progress variable is used from the reference solution. The outcome of initializing with the premixed flamelet solution is further examined in the discussion on the dynamic model allocation.
As discussed in Section 3.7, PEC-simulations are inherently dynamic. Therefore, PEC-calculations with submodel updates at each iteration were performed until a steady-state solution for M is obtained. In this section, PEC-simulations are first quantitatively assessed using results obtained from the converged solution. The dynamic behavior of the PEC-framework is then examined in detail in Sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5.
The drift from the manifold for all reaction-transport models is evaluated from Eq. (12), for which the Jacobian ∂ φ/∂ψ is pretabulated for all quantities of interest, and tabulated in the chemistrylibraries. However, the drift from the manifold for the skeletal chemistry model requires the evaluation of detailed chemistry source terms. Therefore, M 1 is considered as the baseline set of model candidates as it excludes the skeletal chemistry model.
Tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency
We begin the analysis of the PEC-model by discussing the model accuracy. The set of candidate combustion models used in this study is M 1 and Q 1 is used for the quantities of interest.
Results of the simulation for three different values of λ are shown in Fig. 6 . To facilitate a direct comparison with the detailed chemistry simulation, we also include these results in the first row. In this context it is noteworthy to mention that detailed chemistry results would be obtained by setting λ → 0 in PEC.
A comparison of the temperature field is presented in the first column of Fig. 6 , and it can be seen that the temperature is insensitive to the threshold value λ. This good agreement for the temperature is expected since similar agreement was obtained from the single-regime flamelet models in Fig. 3 . In contrast, PEC-predictions for CO, shown in the second column of Fig. 6 , are significantly improved compared to the results obtained with the single-regime combustion models. This is due to the local utilization of the detailedchemistry description in topologically complex regions that are not adequately described by reaction-transport manifold models. With increasing penalty, the accuracy for the CO-prediction gracefully deteriorates. A similar trend is observed for predictions of NO, which are presented in the third column of Fig. 6 . It can be seen that rather small constraints on λ are necessary to ensure an accurate prediction of NO, and the PEC-model error rapidly increases for λ ≥ 0.2.
The model assignments for the three different PEC-calculations are illustrated in the last column of Fig. 6 . The submodel assignment conforms to the model characterization that was discussed in Section 5.1. Independent of the value of the penalty, the inert mixing model covers approximately 50% of the domain, while the subdomain that is described by the FPI-model increases from 12% for the case with λ = 0.02 to 40% for λ = 0.2 and larger values. This model assignment is consistent with results from the single-regime model analysis, indicating that the premixed model provides a better agreement with the detailed chemistry results. For the smallest value of λ, a substantial region of the domain (36%) is covered by the detailed chemistry simulation, providing accurate simulation results yet at increased computational cost. In this region none of the reactiontransport manifold models provides an accurate prediction of Q, so that the PEC-procedure seeks to maximize the utilization of the detailed chemistry model. Interestingly, it can be seen that for large val- λ, Y CO predicted by PEC is slightly more accurate than that from the FPI-simulation. This can be attributed to the utilization of the FPVmodel at appropriate locations ( Fig. 7(b) ). The prediction of Y NO by the PEC-model is comparable to that of the FPI simulation as the utilization of the detailed chemistry model is reduced at large values of λ. It is noteworthy to point out that the PEC-simulation, at large penalty values, predicts the temperature-field with a slightly larger error than the single-regime FPI-model. This can be rationalized by the fact that the temperature is not included in the set of quantities of interests, and the PEC-procedure does not seek to reduce this error. Figure 7 (b) shows the assignment of each candidate model as a function of λ. As anticipated, the adaptive model assignment shifts toward flamelet models with increasing λ, corresponding to reduced accuracy requirement and cost. The usage of the detailed chemistry model decreases from 40% to zero while that of the FPI-model increases from less than 10% to 40%. As a result of the tribrachial shape of the flame, the inert mixing model consistently occupies 50% of the domain. The usage of the FPV model never exceeds 10% which confirms the fact that the FPV-model is not suitable for this configuration.
As the usage of the detailed chemistry model decreases with increasing λ, the computational cost reduces as shown in Fig. 7(b) . Note that the estimated cost is normalized by the cost of the full detailed chemistry simulation. The PEC approach is theoretically able to operate at the computational costs that is 30 times smaller. However, the full utilization of this cost saving requires dynamic load balancing. A combination of PEC and adaptive mesh refinement would further reduce the cost by locally refining the mesh in regions where the detailed chemistry model is used. Such extensions can be accommodated by the PEC-model.
Quantities of interest
The set of quantities of interest utilized in the previous study contains the pollutant species NO, and accurate prediction of this chemical species is only achieved for the given set of candidate models by reducing the penalty values. TO confirm this, we will next examine the performance of PEC with different sets of Q. For this, we exclude NO, and consider the quantities of interest Q 2 while keeping M 1 as the set of candidate models.
Results obtained from the PEC-simulation with λ = 0.02 are shown in Fig. 8 . Comparisons with the results in Fig. 6 for the same value of λ show qualitative and quantitative differences in the model assignment and NO-prediction. Unlike the previous case where the detailed chemistry representation is used in the entirety of the flame, a small region on the fuel-lean side is now represented using flamelet models with this specification of the quantities of interest. Interestingly, the FPV-model is utilized while the PEC-computation with Q 1 only considers FPI from the set of reaction-transport manifold models. The FPV-model is assigned to a region where the Yamashita flame index indicates a non-premixed flame topology. Despite the differences in the model assignment, predictions for temperature and Y CO are similar for both PEC-simulations. This agreement is confirmed by Fig. 9(a) , showing comparison of Y CO -profiles at the axial location of x/L = 0.75. For both simulations, the detailed chemistry model is utilized in regions where flamelet representations are not able to accurately predict Y CO . In contrast, Fig. 9(b) shows substantial discrepancies for the predictions of Y NO using Q 2 as set of quantities of interest. The reason for the over-prediction of NO for 0.3 ≤ y/L ≤ 0.5 is the utilization of the FPV-manifold. Since NO is not included in the definition of Q 2 , the model assignment procedure does not attempt to lower the error for this quantity. 
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This analysis demonstrates the importance of the selection of Q on the accuracy of the PEC-results. As such, the inclusion of certain species in Q provide direct user-control on the model accuracy. The implication of using different quantities of interest on the model accuracy is illustrated in Fig. 10 
with model assignment M 1 .
Consideration of reaction-transport and chemistry manifolds
The PEC-framework is designed to accommodate a large variety of combustion models. It is not only limited to reaction-transport manifolds and the detailed chemistry model that are considered in the previous two sections. To demonstrate this, we now also include a model from the class of skeletal chemistry manifolds into the set of candidate models, so that the set of candidate models is described by M 2 in Eq. (26b).
A calculation with Q 1 and λ = 0.2 is performed, and the results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 11 . The model assignment, shown in Fig. 11 , clearly indicates that the skeletal chemistry model occupies the largest area within the reacted region of the simulation. In contrast, the model assignment for the simulation with M 1 and λ = 0.2, shown in Fig. 6 , indicates the greatest utilization of premixed manifold model in the same reacted region. As mentioned in Appendix C, D of the skeletal chemistry model is generally smaller than that of the reaction-transport models. Therefore, it is expected that the skeletal chemistry model is favored over flamelet models in this new PECsimulation.
The predicted Y NO field (Fig. 11) shows reasonable agreement with the detailed chemistry simulation results. This might be surprising as the skeletal chemistry model does not describe the formation of NO. Since, however the transport of Y NO is solved for in regions where the skeletal chemistry model is utilized in PEC-simulations, it is important to recognize that an accurate prediction of Y NO is possible if the region of NO-formation is described by a model of higher fidelity. This is the case here where the detailed chemistry model is utilized in regions of non-vanishing NO-production.
As a consequence of using the different set of candidate models, the current simulation yields predictions of Y CO and Y NO that are different from the results in Section 5.2.1. These differences are illustrated in Fig. 12 , showing comparisons of radial profiles for these species at specific axial locations. At x/L = 0.5, the predicted Y CO profile for the current simulation clearly shows better agreement with detailed chemistry simulation results than simulations with M 1 and comparable λ. Specifically, the small peak in the Y CO profile at y/L ≈ 0.25 is more accurately captured by the simulation using M 2 . Everywhere else, the predicted Y CO profile is not worse than the simulation results with M 1 and λ = 0.2. Further downstream at x/L = 0.75, the peak value of Y CO is slightly under-predicted. This is due to the utilization of the skeletal chemistry model, which tends to underpedict Y CO in this region of the flame.
At both axial locations, shown in Fig. 12 , the current simulation predicts a Y NO -profile that gradually decays near y/L ≈ 0.2. This is in better agreement with the detailed chemistry simulation than the comparable PEC-simulation using Fig. 13(b) . The result confirms that the inclusion of the skeletal chemistry model can further improve the Pareto front compared to the PEC-simulations using M 1 . However, the error for the prediction of NO is slightly higher than the error of the comparable M 2 simulation at high values of λ. At large values of λ, as shown in Fig. 13(b) , the skeletal chemistry model is utilized without the aid of the detailed chemistry model. Since the skeletal chemistry model does not contain the reactions for Y NO , this quantity cannot be accurately predicted.
Dynamic model assignment
In the previous discussion on the flexibility of the PEC-framework, the results are obtained from simulations that were initialized from the detailed chemistry solution. This is done to ensure fast convergence to the steady state solution. However, the detailed chemistry solution is rarely available in most practical configurations. To demonstrate that the application of the PEC-framework is robust and convergence does not depend on an accurate initial solution, we consider a PEC-simulation that is initialized from the solution of the FPIsimulation. In this study, we select M 2 , Q 2 , and λ = 0.02 as PEC-input parameters.
The time history of the model assignment of the PEC-simulation is illustrated in Fig. 14 and the model assignment at different time instances is shown in Fig. 15 . Initially, only the inert mixing model and the FPI-model are utilized in the simulation. Within less than 5% of a convective time scale, the FPI model is replaced by the detailed chemistry model in the fuel rich region near the centerline, extending from the flame tip to the end of the simulation domain. At approximately 10% of a convective time scale, the region of the detailed chemistry model is mostly stabilized and it is surrounded by a region that is described by the skeletal chemistry model (Fig. 15(c) ). The area occupied by the skeletal chemistry model is slowly growing in the fuel lean region, thereby successively replacing the FPI-model. For t ≥ L/U 0 , the model assignment reaches a steady state. That is expected since changes in the flow field can take about one convective time scale to fully propagate throughout the simulation domain. This shows that the model assignment procedure is a dynamic process and can equally be applied to unsteady calculations. During the transition to the steady state solution, the overall agreement of the PEC-simulation with the reference solution improves continuously. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, showing the evolution of the error, which is normalized with the corresponding value at t = 0, i.e. e α (t)/e α (0). Since the initial condition is the steady FPI result, this error is an indicator of the increase of accuracy with respect to the FPI calculation. In this case, the relative errors for Y CO and Y CO 2 have decrease by 80% over the course of the transient process.
Transient calculations
Previous sections examined the PEC-performance using converged solution results, without considering the transient dynamics in adjusting the model assignment. To further evaluate the dynamic behavior of the PEC-framework, in the following we consider a series of PEC-simulations with unsteady inlet conditions. The inflow profile for the velocity is obtained from a synthetic 2D turbulence spectrum, whose mean streamwise velocity is set to a value of 60.0 cm/s. The scalar inflow profile remains the same as for all previous cases. In this study, we selected M 1 and Q 1 as PEC-input parameters. The initial condition is obtained from the corresponding steady-state calculation with λ = 0.2, which is shown in the third row of Fig. 6 .
To evaluate the performance of the PEC-framework in describing the dynamics of the flame, we plot the temporal evolution of the flame tip location in Fig. 16 . The location of the flame tip is 
(b) Spanwise location of the flame tip. This case is calculated using λ = 0.2. The shape of each subdomain changes dynamically in response to the flow field, while the topology of the model assignment does not change over time since the unsteady flow field is not strong enough to alter the topology of the flame. The detailed chemistry model consistently occupies the similar proportion of the reacting area and is mainly confined to the fuelrich side of the flame.
Results at tU 0 /L = 1, obtained from the transient PEC-simulation with detailed chemistry simulation (first row) and PEC-simulations with different values for λ, are shown in Fig. 19 . As shown by the scalar fields, the flame is wrinkled by the eddies in the flow but mixing is not significantly enhanced by the unsteady flow field. It can be seen from the temperature field that the reacting area of the flame is relatively unperturbed. The flame tip locations predicted for cases with larger λ depart from the reference solution. However, the qualitative behavior of the flame is well described in all cases. The same observation can be made as for the steady cases in Section 5.2.1, that the FPI model over-predicts Y CO by a significant amount. Despite the error in predicting the flame tip location, species mass fractions of CO and NO for λ = 0.2 clearly show certain unsteady combustion processes that are adequately captured by the detailed chemistry submodel, thereby improving the accuracy of these quantities. Although the model assignment is dynamically changing in time, all scalar fields remain smooth, which is a consequence of the formulation of the drift term (see discussion in Section 3.4.2).
Conclusions
A Pareto-efficient combustion framework is developed to enable the heterogeneous utilization of different combustion submodels for simulating complex flame configurations. PEC is formulated to require minimal user input, substantially reducing prior expert knowledge about the flame configuration and combustion model selection. User-specific input to the PEC-framework consists of (i) a set of candidate combustion models that can be described by a manifold, (ii) a set of quantities of interest, and (iii) a penalty term to constrain computational cost and desirable model accuracy. Using this information, PEC selects combustion models to describe the chemically reacting flow-field so that the simulation lies on a Pareto front, which is described by optimal accuracy and computational cost of the model assignment. The local model assignment is achieved by evaluating the drift from the manifold of the combustion model. In this work, we consider reaction-transport manifold models (inert mixing, equilibrium, flamelet/progress variable, and flame-prolongation in ILDM) and chemistry manifolds (detailed and skeletal mechanisms), and extensions to other combustion-manifold models can be equally accommodated. Exchange of information across the heterogeneous model assignment is achieved through the formulation of compression and reconstruction operators. The optimal model assignment is obtained as a solution to a point-local minimization problem, which introduces only modest computational overhead. The capability of the PEC-framework is demonstrated by considering a tribrachial flame configuration and the model performance is examined for different PEC-input parameters. Through direct comparisons of the PEC-modeling results against simulations using detailed chemistry and single-regime combustion models, it was shown that PEC provides an optimal model assignment that is sensible to the quantities of interest, the submodel specification, and the penalty term. While temperature and major species are accurately predicted by flamelet-type reaction-transport models, the description of minor species and pollutants requires the utilization of chemistry-manifold models. Since, however, the utilization of these computationally expensive models is restricted to localized regions of topological and chemical complexity, the computational overhead is manageable and can be directly controlled through the penalty term by the user. The robustness of the PEC-framework is examined in a transient simulation. It is shown that the PEC-adaptation from a single-regime model assignment to the converged PECsolution is achieved on scales comparable to the convective timescale, and the model assignment is responsive to the unsteady flow field.
In contrast to the monolithic utilization of a specific combustion model, the PEC-framework provides a general approach for integrat- 
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JID: CNF [m5G; August 24, 2015; 14:16] the FPV-model, these solutions are tabulated as a function of ψ FPI = (Z,C) T , which shares the same elements as ψ FPV .
Upon transforming Eqs. (B.6) and (B.7) into the (Z, C)-composition space, we can obtain the following uniform expression of D for both flamelet models:
For the FPV-model, the modeled scalar dissipation rates are
For the FPI-model, the modeled scalar dissipation rates are
(B.14)
The expression for D reveals the physical source of the departure from the non-premixed reaction-transport manifold. The departure is a result of the discrepancy between the modeled scalar dissipation rate and the local scalar dissipation rate in the flow field. The discrepancy is weighted by the manifold curvature, which is large at places where chemical reactions are active. The only distinction between D for FPV and FPI are the modeled scalar dissipation rates due to the different assumptions on the flame topology in both models. Since the FPI-model uses freely propagating premixed flamelets without stratification or stretch, χ FPI CC is the only non-zero contribution since there is no mixture fraction gradient. Note that although χ FPV CC and χ FPV ZC do not appear in Eq. (B.6), they are implicitly assumed by the nonpremixed flamelet formulation since the variation of species mass fractions is forced to be only along the mixture fraction gradient.
For both FPV-and FPI-models, χ is pre-determined during the construction of the flamelet table. In the framework of reactiontransport manifolds, it is possible to allow dynamic matching between χ and χ as done by Ihme and See [35] and Nguyen et al. [40] . However, the additional flexibility increases the dimensionality of the manifold and would require additional terms in ψ for parameterization. Hence, additional error terms will appear in Eq. (B.8.) In addition, since the functional relationship between φ and ψ is sophisticated but constructed indirectly through the modeling of scalar dissipation rates, tabulation is always needed for reaction-transport manifolds, which limits the potential for higher-dimension extensions.
Appendix C. Drift from the skeletal chemical manifold
Skeletal chemistry models are usually derived from detailed chemistry models, utilizing a smaller number of represented species. The manifold description can also be applied to skeletal chemistry models. Different from a reaction-transport manifold, a skeletal chemistry manifold does not use as reduced set of variables for the manifold solution vector ψ SC , and as a result
The reduction in computational cost comes from a simplified description of the chemical source terms ω. The chemical source terms for the represented species are modeled to be independent from the unrepresented quantities, while those for the unrepresented species are assumed to be zero. Hence, when using skeletal chemistry alone the unrepresented species are always zero. Therefore, they are usually not transported explicitly under this scenario despite the fact that they are included in ψ SC . However, when using skeletal chemistry manifolds as a submodel in the PEC-framework, one needs to transport the full set of ψ SC , including the unrepresented species to be compatible with other types of manifolds. Given Eq. (C.1), the drift from the manifold for skeletal chemistry models can also be evaluated following the definition in Eq. (12) as D = ω φ= φ −ω φ= φ , (C.2) which is the error introduced by the simplified chemical source term.
Although the evaluation of ω is tractable by design, the full detailed chemistry source termsω are required to compute the drift from the manifold for skeletal chemistry models, which may introduce significant overhead. There may be workarounds to alleviate the cost of evaluating the drift from the manifold for skeletal chemistry models, but this is beyond the scope of this work. Equation (C.2) also illustrates the distinction between skeletal chemistry manifolds and reaction-transport manifolds. Skeletal chemistry manifolds attempt to approximate chemical source terms while reaction-transport manifolds attempt to model scalar dissipation rates. Since skeletal chemistry manifolds employ no model for the unrepresented species, such manifolds are usually much more expensive to compute than the reaction-transport manifolds due to the higher dimensionality that is required to have a reasonable approximation. However, skeletal chemistry manifolds tend to be more accurate in the presence of complex combustion regimes, since the chemical source terms are less sensitive to the flow field, by which scalar dissipation rates are determined.
Appendix D. Illustration of drift operator
This appendix illustrates the versatility of the drift term D for describing relevant ignition and combustion scenarios. For this, we consider IM, FPI, and FPV as manifold submodels to illustrate (i) the detection of autoignition on an inert manifold, (ii) the bootstrap error estimation of the manifold representation, and (iii) the submodel transition at inert/reactive interfaces.
D.1. Autoignition on an inert manifold
The first example is relevant for the description of autoignition in the PEC-framework, and considers the transition from an inert mixing manifold to a reactive manifold. For this, we consider a onedimensional counterflow setup in physical space, with air as oxidizer entering from the left and methane as fuel at the right. Both streams have the same temperature, and the flame is initialized by the unburned mixing solution. The IM-manifold is parameterized by mixture fraction, and is constructed from the linear mixing so- confirming that this flame state is adequately described by the IMmodel. However, since the high-temperature condition is prone to autoignition, D IM T =ω T | φ= φ IM = 0, indicating that the solution departs from the IM-manifold, and a transition to a reaction-transport manifold model is required to describe the ignition process.
D.2. Bootstrap error estimation of manifold
This example demonstrates the capability of using the drift term as bootstrap error estimate of a particular manifold representation. For this, we consider the temporal evolution of a one-dimensional counterflow diffusion flame. The initial condition corresponds to a burning flamelet solution near the quenching condition, and the temporal evolution is obtained from the transient solution of the FPV and the FPI models, which are described by transport equations for the mixture fraction and progress variable. The stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate is 1 s −1 . Thermochemical transport properties are taken from the respective diffusion and premixed reaction-transport manifolds. The solutions of the reaction progress variable and the CO-mass fraction are shown in Fig. D.21(a) . We select the CO-mass fraction as quantity of interest.
Although both results are obtained as self-consistent solutions to the different combustion models, the drift term can be used as bootstrap error estimation of each manifold model. This is illustrated in Fig. D.21(b) , in which the drift term for the CO-mass fraction is evaluated for both models. Consistent with the underlying flame structure, the drift term for the FPV-model is zero, confirming that the nonpremixed flamelet model provides an adequate description of this flame. In contrast, the non-zero value for D FPI CO indicates that the solution obtained from the FPI premixed reaction-transport manifold is inadequate in representing this particular flame structure within the reaction zone.
While these results are not unexpected, this analysis emphasizes that the drift term can be used a self-contained error estimate for a particular flame solution, independent of external information or a reference solution that would otherwise be need as measure of the departure.
D.3. Submodel transition at interface
The last example examines the transition from an IM-manifold submodel to a reaction-transport manifold model. For this, we consider the temporal evolution of a stoichiometric premixed methane/air flame that evolves in physical space. The PEC-submodel assignment consists of IM and FPI combustion models. The spatiotemporal evolution of the flame is described from the solution of a transport equation for the reaction progress variable, and thermotransport properties and the source term for the progress variable are taken from the respective chemistry libraries. The quantity of interest is Q = Y CO , λ = 0.1, and the cost assignments are c IM = 0.01 and c FPI = 0.02 (see Table 1 ).
Results from the PEC-simulation are presented in To obtain the submodel assignment, we evaluate the cost function e M (y) + λc M which is computed using the drift term (Eq. (12)) and assigned computational cost for each model. Following the procedure described in Algorithm 1, M is obtained by locally replacing M from the previous time step with the candidate models m ∈ M. The cost functions for both models are shown in Fig. D.22 , from which the corresponding submodel assignments follow directly: In the region x/δ < 1.25, contributions to the cost function are only from the computational cost of each model, and both submodels accurately capture the inert region upstream of the preheat zone. Since c IM < c FPI , the IMsubmodel is assigned to this region. Entering the preheat zone, the error in representing the flame-structure by the inert mixing manifold increases substantially and exceeds that of the FPI-model. Therefore, the submodel assignment switches from IM to FPI. As the flame propagates through the domain, this submodel assignment will move with the flame. It is noted that more sensitive scalars can be incorporated into the definition of Q to detect preheat zones and autoignition kernels.
